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Some familiar examples

• Academic Co-authorships

• Corporate R&D

• Management Consulting

• Mutual Funds
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Great, but…

• Lack of individual performance signal

• Credit or blame for team outcomes may be over- or 
under-attributed to some team members based on 
prior performance expectations (Gender, race, 
education)

• Heilman and Haynes’ (2005) label:

Attributional rationalization
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A nod to Harvard…

Sarsons (2017) also finds women and men have 
different outcomes following group work

– Relative to male economists, female economists 
are less likely to be tenured when they co-author 
than when they solo author
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U.S. mutual fund industry as a laboratory
• Team management, but also solo management

• Common and observable outputs, homogenous tasks
– An intuitive signal of fund failures: fund closures
– An intuitive measure of labor market outcomes: exit as proxy for firing 

(but fire=quit?)

• Variation in employment relation: fund family versus sub-
advisor 

• Since more men than women in mutual fund industry, tasks 
might be considered more “male”
– Morningstar (2015): 9.4% of mutual fund managers are women
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Question

Does failure (fund closures) lead to different exit 
decisions (leave the fund family or leave the 
industry) for male and female managers?

– Are women “blamed” more for failure of teams 
they are members of?
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Gender diversity and fund closures (13.2% in 1999 Q3 to 9.4% in 2015 Q2)
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Some context: Women in the finance profession
AFFECT 2018 AFA presentation
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Some context: Women on finance boards
Adams and Kirchmaier (2018)
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Empirical strategy
• Is fund closure a measure of failure?
• Probability managers leave the fund family and 

industry following fund closure
– Contrast team managers versus solo

• Is it demand or supply?

– Also: own-managers versus subadvised
• Is it a quit or a fire?

• Examine manager departure when more likely to be 
“quit”: mutual fund scandal

• What might explain differential exit? Examine skill
– Contrast team managers versus solo
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Results
• Fund closures are more likely for funds with lower fee 

revenues (no diversity effect)  

• Exit from fund family/industry following fund closure: higher 
for women in teams

• Mutual fund scandal: managers more likely to leave families, 
but no gender difference

• No significant differences in Carhart's alpha by gender
– Amid fund closure: 

• Team managers alphas seem indistinguishable for stayers and leavers
• Solo manager stayers dominate leavers
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Interpretation
• Not consistent with widespread taste-based 

discrimination: 
– No significant gender difference in exit for solo managers

• Although prior of female underperformance does not 
seem accurate, attributional rationalization may be 
form of statistical discrimination:
– Lack of individual performance measures in teams and 

increased exit of women from the industry means 
inaccurate priors might persist
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Data 
• Morningstar data from the first quarter of 1990 to the third 

quarter of 2015

• Identify manager gender using US Census (female/male if > 
90% women/men same first name, ow missing): 12.3% 
women

• For each quarter t,                    = 1 if manager i leaves the fund 
family/industry between t and t+3 and is zero otherwise

• Most managers either solo (16%) or team (76%), only 8% of 
managers are both solo and team
– Women: teams (78%), solo (15%), both solo and team (7%)
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Fund closure through liquidation or external merger in quarter t
estimates and p-values, family fixed effects, clustering fund family and year-quarter
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Descriptives

• Managers are always more likely to leave the fund family when they experience 
closure than otherwise. 

• Solo managers are more likely to leave the fund family amid fund closures than 
team managers. 

• Patterns consistent with the idea that performance influences fund families' 
employment decisions and that fund closures are a better performance signal for 
solo managers than for team managers regardless of gender
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Exit of team managers amid closure (fraction funds closed between t and t+3)
manager-quarter level regressions, clustered fund-family and year-quarter
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Exit of team managers amid closure (fraction funds closed between t and t+3)
manager-quarter level regressions, clustered fund-family and year-quarter
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Exit of solo managers amid closure (fraction funds closed between t and t+3)
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Exit of team submanagers amid closure
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Evidence suggests

• Following fund closures, female managers are more 
likely to leave the fund family and industry than male 
managers when they work in teams, but not when 
they work alone

• Consistent with attributional rationalization 

• No gender differences in exit for sub-managers: fund 
family decides closure but has no employment 
authority
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Two big but related issues

• Gender literature: how to separate supply-side 
factors from demand side-factors?
– E.g. women may experience differential exit 

because they want to leave (maternity, etc.)
• No differences in solo exit suggests results not driven 

by different supply-side, but by demand-side

• Labor literature: separating quits from fires
– No gender effect for sub-managers suggests results 

not driven by quits
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Exit when likely to be voluntary: mutual fund scandal of 2003
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Carhart alpha per year (%) and p-value 
• VW portfolio of male-only funds vs. diverse funds (+diverse).  
• Fund return: gross returns (returns + expense ratio) (or net 

return-similar results)
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Carhart alpha per year (%) and p-value 
• VW portfolio of male managers' vs. female managers' funds 

(+female).  
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Carhart alphas-solo
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Carhart alphas-team
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Distribution of t-statistics 
for managers’ Carhart
alphas
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Interpretation
• No statistically significant differences in alphas for 

men and women

• Amid closure, skills of solo managers who stay 
dominate skills of those who leave regardless of 
gender

• BUT, skills of team managers who stay and leave are 
hard to distinguish

→ Availability of performance signal appears important 35



Skills of self-employed managers

• Do women try to avoid employment 
relationship? 
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Conclusion
• Diversity in the mutual fund industry has been declining 

– Stark contrast to other sectors

• We document female team managers are significantly more likely 
to leave their jobs and the industry amid fund closures than male 
team-managers
– Even though no evidence that can distinguish performance of team members

• Well known that work done by individuals may be prone to 
discrimination (e.g. Egan, Matvos and Seru, 2017)

• We highlight that the absence of individual performance signals in 
teams may foster discrimination
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